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Protecting your workforce, customers and visitors in a 
post-pandemic world.
The COVID-19 pandemic has highlighted the importance of robust cleaning regimes 
and standards and the critical role cleaning operatives play in maintaining a healthy 
work environment and reducing the spread of the disease. 

CSG are a front line defence that can help reassure employees, customers and visitors 
that, upon reopening, you are taking all measures to ensure the highest standards of 
hygiene and protect against future outbreaks.

How can CSG help?
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Buildings are closed, shutters are down, and social distancing is in place. For many, 

cleaning has stopped with the closure of buildings, but operations are still taking 

place in many offices with no cleaning at a time when cleaning is so imperative. 

Now would be a good time to deep clean your building, focusing on touch points 

so that your employees feel confident they are returning to a hygienically clean 

workplace. 

Why not make deep cleans a regular feature of your cleaning schedule?

Deep Cleans

Create a safer work environment for your employees by implementing a more robust, 

frequent cleaning schedule, focusing on the daily cleaning of touch points (for 

example; door handles, kitchen appliances and taps). A more robust cleaning regime 

and improved hygiene standards can help reduce sickness absence.

More robust, frequent cleans

Housekeeping staff can ensure your meeting rooms and welfare areas are kept clean 

and tidy during the busy daytime periods. They can focus their efforts on areas of high 

use and by being visible can help reassure your staff that they are working in a safe 

environment.

Housekeeping 
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Trust the Professionals

• CSG are market leaders in the local cleaning industry and as service 
experts are best placed to advise on cleaning specifications and 
schedules to suit your business demands.

• We have expert cleaners trained to follow risk assessments and 
clean methodically, using safe systems of work to maintain a safe 
environment for employees and customers. 

• To support our front-line workforce we have a dedicated team 
of supervisors, area managers and directors that forge strong 
relationships with staff and customers. 

• Regular dialogue is paramount in a fast-changing world. Operational 
demands change and CSG’s bespoke service will change with you to 
ensure your working environment is a healthy environment.

We provide the essential consumable items to ensure your office runs smoothly and 

stop your staff wasting time running to the supermarket.

Consumables

When traditional cleaning cannot get to those hard to reach places viricidal fogging 

can be used. This enables the air and surfaces in a room to be disinfected automatically 

and is the highest level of disinfection, decontamination, and outbreak control.

Viricidal Fogging
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Services CSG can provide:

Daily Office Cleaning

Housekeeping Services

Washroom Services

Window and Gutter Cleaning 

Consumables

Company Flat Cleans

Communal Areas

Carpet Cleaning

Hard Floor Cleaning

CSG is an independent, family owned company and has provided office 

cleaning services for over forty years. 

Support local and let the CSG Superheroes go that extra mile for you.


